
SACU EGM

Saturday 4 September 2021, 2:30pm

Independent Chair: Gary Thompson MBE, BEM. General Secretary Auto-Cycle Union Ltd

Attendees - see Appendix 1

1. Welcome

Gary welcomed all to the meeting and introduced himself with a brief biography of his

involvement in the sport. Gary also introduced Mick Wren (Chairman of the ACU Trials and

Enduro Committee) attending as the independent teller, the SACU Board members in

attendance, Gillian Sefton (SACU National Development Manager), Kevin Ferguson

(sportscotland Partnership Manager) and Alison Deuchars (Scottish Sports Association) the

independent minute taker.

2. Apologies for Absence

Apologies were received from Stuart Wishart and Stewart Campbell.

Gary advised that 3 out of 45 clubs had requested the meeting, the number is below the

threshold as per Article 18, and commended the Board on holding the meeting in an open and

transparent manner.

Bill McGregor (Bon Accord Motor Cycle Club), disputed the number of clubs calling for the EGM

and stated the threshold had been met. Major Sandy Mack MBE, SACU Chair agreed to check the

constitution in regards to the threshold required to call a meeting. Gary stated the important

issue is the meeting is taking place. He then proceeded to read out a statement on behalf of

Sandy Mack.

Tim Bradshaw (BIC Rally Club) spoke positively about SACU and declared support for the current

chair.

3. Record of Questions 1-12

Questions 1-12 and accompanied statements from the SACU Board were circulated in advance

to all clubs - see Appendix 2.

3.1. Question 1. Gary read out Question 1 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Gordon Dingwall (Melville Motor Club) responded on behalf of the Board and

advised the directors unanimously agreed to postpone the 2020 AGM due to Covid
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19. Gary read out the letter sent to all clubs regarding the postponement of the

2020 AGM and noted no clubs had responded negatively to this.

Bill McGregor disputed the statement that all directors agreed as it was his

recollection that a number disagreed and an AGM was to be held when safe to do

so.

Andrew Wood (Quad Scotland) advised it was definitely agreed to postpone the

AGM to 2022. Caroline Thomson (SACU Vice President) concurred. It was noted that

no minute of this meeting is available.

Further discussion around this issue followed. Mark Witham (Edinburgh St George)

commented there would have been very little to discuss at an AGM in 2020 as no

competitions had taken place.

The conclusion is that the SACU Board had followed legal advice to cancel the 2020

AGM. A brief discussion, with points being clarified by Kevin Ferguson

(sportscotland), Bill and Tim. It was agreed to take learning points from the

situation and have an alternative plan in future.

3.2. Question 2. Gary read out Question 2 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Bill disputed the truthfulness of the statement. Andrew agreed with the statement

though conceded there is no minute by the company secretary to support it.

Gordon and Caroline concurred. Tim commented the reasons for resignation by

board members is irrelevant to the vote of no confidence in the chair.

3.3. Question 3. Gary read out Question 3 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Gary noted the 2020 Accounts are available on Companies House website therefore

Question 3 has been resolved. A short discussion followed.

3.4. Question 4. Gary read out Question 4 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Kevin Murray (Chair, Enduro Committee) responded on behalf of the SACU Board

advising details of all SACU Business Development Committee personnel and roles

is available on the website. Kevin outlined the purpose of the group in looking out

for the future of the sport.

Tim commented that the Business Development brief is the single most important

factor to motor sport and highlighted the need to make the sport relevant to young

people going forward.
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A discussion around the timing of the Business Development Committee

information being made available to clubs and on the website followed. Gillian

advised it was available early 2021 when the new website went live and it is also in

the current Strategic Plan (on page 14).

Bill disputed the timing and a brief discussion followed. Kevin clarified the Business

Development Group was created on 16 February 2021.

Tim suggested clubs should be more proactive and contribute to SACU.

Kevin (sportscotland) advised that sportscotland have been in dialogue with SACU

and they endorse this model as it is the least risk to the investment.

3.5. Question 5. Gary read out Question 5 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Andy Russell responded for the Board noting that there is a shortage of staff for the

day-to-day running of the organisation and more volunteers are needed, from clubs,

to get involved and assist.

3.6. Question 6. Gary read out Question 6 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Kevin (sportscotland) summarised the partnership and investment position in

relation to long term outcomes and Covid19 and the staffing support available

through sportscotland. Kevin further advised SACU is due to present the next

Strategic Plan in November. Funding decisions are made once presentations have

been made and the sportscotland budget confirmed in February. sportscotland has

a positive relationship with SACU and the investment delivery in grassroots sport.

A discussion followed with Heather Anderson (Dalmellington MCC) raising the issue

of too few volunteers available for events and to attend courses and was unsure

how the sportscotland investment can help clubs with this. Gillian advised that she

and Shabaz Khan (National Development Officer) are a support resource for clubs

and will follow up with clubs to see what they can do for them.

Sandy explained the development is to develop and support young athletes and

encourage increased participation. Tim suggested sportscotland’s role is to assist

SACU and the Business Development Group is critical to grassroots sport and there

is a role for SACU to play in coordinating and training volunteers across the country.

Kirstin Pennycook asked who decides where the investment is spent. Kevin,

(sportscotland) clarified how the budget is defined by staff and structures to

achieve goals and SACU decides where the money is spent. Kevin further explained

sportscotland’s financial trackers and the funding timeline.
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Andrew suggested Directors resigning is a funding risk. Kevin (sportscotland)

agreed. Tim asked if sportscotland won’t fund an organisation that does not reach

minimum operating standards. Kevin advised this is the case and sportscotland

holds SACU to account.

Gary concluded question 6 had been comprehensively answered.

3.7. Question 7. Gary read out Question 7 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board and concluded the issues raised had been covered in previous

discussions.

Bill claimed he did not see a single benefit from involvement with sportscotland.

Tim suggested there is a disparity between what a club expects and what

sportscotland delivers. Kevin (sportscotland) advised direct investment has only

been since April 2020 and it will take time to become apparent.

Stephen Palmer (Ecosse XC) stated he is able to see how sportscotland investment

in development has moved youth development forward as numbers have increased.

Derek Porter (Galloway MCC) raised concerns that some disciplines had left the

SACU. Sandy advised this had happened prior to him taking over as Chair and

explained the background to bringing them back in. Sandy further commended

Galloway, a new club, on going from strength to strength running successful events

for SACU.

The discussion continued around the dissemination of information from the SACU

Board and various committees to the clubs, identifying two way communication

could be improved. Kevin Murray stated the Board will look at better ways to

communicate.

Kevin (sportscotland) advised the Board has a strategic role and SACU is in a good

place despite the pandemic and encouraged clubs to look for support within their

own local areas.

Tim raised a concern that this matter is irrelevant to the vote of no confidence in

the chair and so far nothing accountable has been raised.

3.8. Question 8. Gary read out Question 8 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Andy Russell noted Gillian has been a ‘Godsend’ to the office and Stella Clusker

(SACU Office Manager) stated she would not have been able to manage throughout

the last year without the support of Gillian and Shabaz. It was noted Gillian’s post is

funded by sportscotland so does not impact on SACU finances. Kevin clarified

sportscotland work on a 4 year funding model though the funding award is annual.
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Sandy advised SACU is looking for additional funding to enable the sport to become

more self-sufficient.

Tim noted that the contribution SCAU makes to society is more important than elite

performance.

3.9. Question 9. Gary read out Question 9 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Martin Pennycook (Dunfermline and District Club) suggested the problem had

arisen through lack of communication and negative feeling had grown due to being

unable to run events as a result of Scottish Government decisions and not enough

communication from SACU around this. SACU worked within the legal constraints

for events.

A discussion around the Covid 19 restrictions to holding events and SACU

communications followed. Kevin advised sportscotland could support and facilitate

sessions to develop a communications plan as suggested by Tim.

3.10. Question 10. Gary read out Question 10 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Bill stated the website should be the main method for communicating with clubs

and be the place to go for licences, permits, information and entry forms. Gillian

advised every event that had been notified to the office had been published with a

link to the club. Clubs are also able to submit their events via the website. Martin

stated the clubs should take responsibility in supplying all information to SACU. It

was generally agreed the website is a continually developing resource and clubs

need to play their part in keeping the information current.

3.11. Question 11. Gary read out Question 11 and the accompanying statement from the

SACU Board.

Sandy further clarified that only one change had been made to the constitution

during his tenure, in 2017, and explained the reason for the change. There was a

short discussion around this question.

3.12. Question 12. Gary read out Question 12 and the additional four points

There was a brief discussion around the points raised..

The meeting adjourned for voting to take place.
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4. Motion of Vote of No Confidence - Voting and result reporting

Gary advised all votes had been submitted, counted and verified by Stella and Eric Jones.

The votes were audited by Mick Wren

Bill questioned the voting papers having club names on them and was advised they are the

same papers as have been used in previous votes.

Bill also challenged the legality of the vote and was advised Harper McLeod LLP

(sportscotland expert resource) had ruled it was a legal vote under the terms of the SACU

constitution.

Gary declared the voting result as follows:

Motion: Vote of no confidence in the SACU Chair

For = 23

Against = 82

Abstain = 9

and declared Sandy Mack will continue as SACU Chair.

Sandy thanked everyone for their support through what had been a very difficult few weeks

for himself and his family.

Gary closed the meeting.
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APPENDIX 1

Attendees - Club Representatives

Club Representative

Aberdeen & District X

BIC Rallye Tim Bradshaw

Bob MacGregor X

Bon Accord Bill McGregor

Caithness MX X

Dalmellington Heather Anderson

Dirtbike Evo X

Dunfermline and District Martin Pennycook

East Lothian MCC Les Winthrop

EcosseXC Stevie Palmer

Edinburgh and District Kirstin Pennycook

Edinburgh St George Mark Whitham

ELRAT X

Galloway MC Derek Porter

Grampian X

Hawick and Borders X

Highland Enduro X

IDMCC X

Kinlochleven X

Kirkcaldy and District X

Knockhill X

KORMC X

Lanarkshire MCC Malcolm Marshall

Lochaber and District X
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Lochlomond MCC X

Melville and District
Gordon Dingwall

(SACU Director - Vice President)

Mercury X

Mid Argyll X

Orkney X

Perth & District X

QRS
Andrew Wood

(SACU Director - Quads Chairperson)

Ride MCC X

Rhins X

Rigside X

Sandland X

SBEC Andy Thomson

ScotMX X

Scottish Bike Trials X

Scottish Sidecars X

Scottish Vintage X

SCRMC Creena Bell

Shetland X

Stevenston and District X

Supermoto X
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Attendees - SACU Management, Staff and Support Roles

ROLE ATTENDANCE

ACU Meeting Chairperson Gary Thompson

ACU Independent Vote Counter Mick Wren

SACU Chairperson Sandy Mack

President X

Vice President Caroline Thomson

Vice President Gordon Dingwall

Enduro Chairperson Kevin Murray

Trials Chairperson Bill Ross

Quads Chairperson Andrew Wood

Motocross Chairperson X

Road Race Chairperson X

National Development Manager Gillian Sefton

National Development Officer X

Office Manager Stella Clusker

SSA Independent Minute Taker Alison Deuchars

SACU Vote Counter Eric Jones

SACU Guest Andy Russell

SACU Guest Jim Dodds

sportscotland Partnership Manager Kevin Ferguson
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APPENDIX 2

Response to Questions

1. Explain the failure of the Scottish ACU Ltd (SACU) board of directors to hold an Annual General

Meeting (AGM) in 2021 as required by the constitution. A demand for the 2021 AGM to be run

at the soonest opportunity, under the legal and moral requirement of the membership and

SACU constitution, and not to be postponed until February 2022.

In February 2021, the UK was in a state of national lockdown due to the global Covid-19

pandemic. It was not legally possible to hold a live AGM in person. The decision to postpone the

AGM was not taken lightly and ALL Directors AGREED that this was the best option for the SACU,

which is within the powers of the SACU Board. This was communicated to all club secretaries on

10 December 2020 via email from the SACU Office. This was also made publicly available on

social media streams and the website. The letter stated:

Dear Club Secretaries,

We hope that you are well.

The SACU Board of Directors have made the decision to postpone the AGM by one year until

February  2022.

The reasoning behind this is that due to the current situation, we would not legally and safely be

able to host the AGM as we would like to with you all in attendance. Under the current

Government Guidance and having taken advice from Harper MacLeod (our sportscotland lawyers),

we are able to do this within the current makeup of the Constitution. It has been discussed and

decided that a virtual  AGM would not be a viable option for the SACU.

The safety of our clubs, members, volunteers, Board of Directors, and staff are at the forefront of

our  decision making behind this.

Should you have any questions or comments regarding this, please do not hesitate to get in

touch. Yours in sport,

The SACU

It is worth noting that when this communication went out, NO CLUBS RESPONDED negatively

towards the postponement of one year. Again, this decision was not made lightly and was done so

after consulting our Legal Representatives at Harper MacLeod. Their advice was as  follows:

Harper Macleod Reply - Difficulties in convening general meetings

The Health Protection (Coronavirus) (Restrictions) (Scotland) Regulations 2020 (the Regulations)

came into force on 26 March 2020. Under Regulation 6 of the Regulations, no person may

participate in a gathering in a public place of more than two people unless an exception to the

general prohibition applies. In our view, none of the exceptions in the Regulations would apply to
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members of a club  attending a general meeting.

This means that if a club proceeds to call a general meeting while the Regulations remain in force

and more than two people attend, unless an exception applied, those people would be

committing an  offence under Regulation 8(1) of the Regulations.

Virtual meetings

It may be possible to hold meetings virtually where this is envisaged under your rules or articles of

association. Under the Rules, there are no express provisions to hold general meetings virtually.

Postponement

Where there is no viable alternative to holding a general meeting in person due to challenges

surrounding Covid-19, you may need to consider whether the best approach is for the meeting to

be  postponed and convened at a later time.

There are unlikely to be any provisions with your rules or articles of association that would make

provision for the postponement of a general meeting, however, these are exceptional

circumstances. Public health and safety will need to take precedence and SGBs should be mindful

of guidance coming  from the Scottish and UK Governments regarding special measures.

In the event that a general meeting is to be postponed, we would recommend that all members

are issued with a notice informing them of such postponement and the reasons for this – i.e., as a

result  of Covid-19 measures.

We would also recommend that a members' resolution is proposed for the general meeting when

it is convened seeking their retrospective approval of the decision to postpone the meeting. This

will allow any members' objections to be raised now so that you can consider how to handle

these.

2. Explain why and the reasons given by four members of the SACU board of directors who all

chose to resign on the same day.

After failing to perform in the duties within their elected roles, the Board of Directors held a

meeting to discuss the reasoning behind this and to create a plan to move forwards. Vital

company duties and information provision not being executed by the resigning Directors  included:

● Minute taking at meetings, a role assigned to the Company Secretary

● Not turning up to or holding meetings as required by the Constitution

● No financial reporting, a role assigned to the Treasurer

● Overspend of resources with nothing to show for it – the Company Secretary paid a

considerable sum of money out of the sportscotland funding towards the website, the

creation of which was assigned to the Company Secretary and Enduro Chair. The creation of

the new website sat dormant for 1 year while the SACU continued to pay for the old

website with nothing to show for the new one. The Development Team then took over the

website and membership system build. Additionally, the Company Secretary purchased

new IT equipment and antivirus software which was not shared with staff or the relevant
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Directors for the period of 6+ months and 1 year respectively, resulting in there being a

considerable amount of time where we were unable to use paid for resources.

● No/late submission of event dates and other discipline information, a role assigned to

discipline Chairs

● General lack of response to business communication

The meeting held by the Board of Directors addressed these issues and a short time afterwards,

four Directors resigned.  Reasons that they provided included:

● Alastair McNaughton (Vice Chairman / Treasurer) – No longer has the ‘motivation’ or

‘energy’ required for the roles – Originally AGREED to postpone AGM.

● Donald Young (Company Secretary) – No longer in agreement with the postponement of

the AGM – Originally Agreed to postpone AGM.

● Allister Stewart (Trials Chairman) – No longer in agreement with the postponement of the

AGM - Originally AGREED to postpone AGM.

● William McGregor (Enduro Chairman) – Not happy with Governance or the purchase of a

new Timing System. No longer in agreement with the postponement of the AGM - Originally

AGREED to postpone AGM.

The remaining Directors agreed unanimously to accept their resignations with immediate  effect.

3. Explain to the affiliated clubs why they have not received a detailed copy of the 2020 SACU

accounts.

Admittedly, this has been an oversight and we sincerely apologise for not supplying clubs with

their own copy of the accounts. This will be rectified immediately – please see attached in email

sent to Club Secretaires on 10 August 2021. However, the SACU accounts are always available on

Companies House. The 2020 accounts were submitted to Companies House on  22 March 2021.

4. Explain the role, scope, responsibility, reporting structure and purpose of the so named

‘Business Development Committee’ of the SACU and who the members of this committee

are.

In the interest of transparency, all information is available on the SACU website: • Detailed within

Strategic Plan – the aim of the group is to ensure the long term sustainability of the sport within

the business sector by bringing an outside perspective and specific skill set to strengthen the

knowledge base of the SACU. Page 14 of the Strategic Plan provides reasoning and explanation

behind this –

“SUSTAINABLE

We will create strong foundations and maintain a growth mind-set across all areas of motorcycle

sport

The SACU and associated clubs have built a strong working relationship over the past four years.
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During this time, the SACU have also developed key partnerships with non governing body

regulated sport, commercial sporting organisations, education establishments, local authorities,

and the Scottish Government. Relationships such as these are vital towards embedding motorcycle

sport within Scottish culture, local communities, society and ensuring the long-term sustainability

of our sport. The SACU will continue to work with partner organisations to develop joint projects

covering a  variety of areas across all disciplines.”

The Business Development Committee is a group of volunteers, enthusiasts, and club officials

acting in the interest of the sport and reporting to the Board of Directors. They were created to,

“champion sport development, growth and sustainability” in  accordance with this.

● Committee Members

5. Understand if the SACU office has enough staff to cope with its workload.

The SACU Office and Development Team have adapted their roles appropriately to cover all areas

of business. It has also been decided that an Administration Officer will be employed on a

contractual basis during busy times (AGM, Awards, licence renewal etc) to support the work of the

SACU Office and staff. The SACU staff have also recruited volunteers to help with workload and

currently have three student interns working across social media, events, and sport promotion.

Development Manager, Gillian Sefton, stated that the SACU Office have had a huge amount of

support from some of the Board members. In particular, Sandy Mack and Andrew Wood have

been very present throughout the entire pandemic and have been very hands-on, always picking

up the phone and/or coming into the Office when required.

6. Understand the nature, aims, scope and costs of the SACU relationship with Sportscotland

and clarify if any member clubs have been consulted in this process.

The SACU has had a partnership with sportscotland since 2011, when we entered a joint venture

with Motorsport UK to create Scottish Motor Sports (SMS). Through taking this new collaborative

approach, the initial objectives were to create an alignment within the Scottish motor sport

community that enabled SMS to speak with one voice - for all two and four-wheel motor sport -

and represent the best interests of the whole sport to Government and legislators. Other key

areas of focus were:

● Working with schools and the tertiary education sector to bring motorsports to a wider

audience, build new clubs and grow existing clubs, develop events, and create a pool of

volunteers

● Develop working relationships with local authorities, emergency services, community

groups, Government organisations, Forestry and Land Scotland, the NFU and all other

relevant key partners to strengthen provisions within the sport

○ Increase participation within motorsports and make it more accessible to different

demographics

○ Work with clubs to recruit and retain members, support their governance, and help

them to organise Taster Days for newcomers to the sport
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Although the SACU are no longer in partnership with Motorsport UK, we still have the

same relationship with sportscotland who fund the above activities entirely through the

provision of additional staff members. The Development Team (Gillian and Shabaz) are

now fully embedded within the SACU as SACU staff members since Motorsport UK walked

away from the project in 2019. Despite the breakdown of the partnership, sportscotland

liked the work that the SACU were doing and put the entirety of the originally shared £xx

per annum grant funding directly into the SACU. This incurs the SACU no additional cost as

it is fully  funded by sportscotland.

The processes involved in such activities are actioned at Board level and clubs are kept up

to date with progress. Strategic plans and progress reports can be accessed on the

website and  regular updates are published via social media streams.

7. Establish if the Sportscotland relationship is in fact providing any value for our affiliated

clubs.

Since the Development Team came fully on board, the SACU has indeed seen a huge benefit and

added value in the form of:

● Sales of SACU licences are up by 31% from 2019 despite Covid-19 and sales are still coming

in daily

● Income has increased significantly – 2020 profits were £xx, an increase of £xx from £xx in

2019. This is set to increase again in 2021. In the last month (July) alone, the SACU took in

£xx (before expenditure) – predominantly licences,  permits and insurance

● 8 new clubs

● 5 practise MX tracks

● 44 new officials (Motocross and Supermoto)

● Increased social media following – Facebook +60%, Instagram +181%, LinkedIn +60% • New

website

● New online membership system

● Partnership with the University of Stirling – Internship Work Experience Programme

● Launched SACU podcast

● About to launch SQA SCQF Coaching qualification, online learning environment through

Brightspace, and promotional videos for each individual discipline

None of this work cost the SACU any money out of its own bank account.

8. Understand and explain the role, expenses and scope of the Development Manager and the

Development Officer.

Please see attached in email sent to Club Secretaires on 10 August 2021 role descriptions which
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were used to advertise the jobs originally. The specifications of these have now changed due to

various obvious reasons (breakdown of partnership with MSUK, retirement of the Office Manager,

Covid-19 etc.) and are in the process of being updated and agreed accordingly. Neither role nor

the work carried out costs the SACU anything as they are entirely  funded by sportscotland.

9. Work to re-establish the communication links between the SACU and its affiliated member

clubs, as this has been all but non-existent during the Covid pandemic.

We are sorry that you feel this way and always strive to be as open, transparent, and

communicative as possible with clubs. Clubs received regular updates throughout the pandemic

relating to changes in regulations as and when they happened. This can be evidenced if necessary

– email updates, dates, times etc. The SACU staff have been in constant communication with

responding clubs in relation to the new membership system – i.e., explanations, guides and ‘How

To’ videos have been sent out on more than one occasion. Additionally, SACU staff phoned every

club secretary to make sure they were comfortable using the new system. SACU staff have also

been in constant contact with clubs to help them organise their events during the pandemic i.e.,

helping with risk assessments and putting protective measures in place, setting up a ‘Return to

Riding’ fund for clubs to apply for financial support to buy hygiene products to safely run their

events. All of this has been communicated to clubs on more than one occasion and publicly

announced through the  website and social media streams.

The communication you refer to may be more in relation to the provision of minutes from

meetings which has been addressed – please see above reference to the resignation of Directors.

Meeting minutes will become available again on the website for all to access at our earliest

convenience. A meeting of the Board of Directors was held on Tuesday 3 August 2021 and the

minutes are currently being prepared for sharing.

10. Find a way forward for the new website and the rider portal to make it a useful and

purposeful tool for existing and potential new riders / clubs.

What do you suggest in relation to this? We would be more than happy to have an open discussion

about this matter. Both are, and will always continue to be, works in progress.

11. Additional question from Kirkcaldy and District MC: We request clarification on all or any

changes made to the SACU Constitution since 2010; the date thereof when the amendments

were proposed and by whom, at what AGM such changes were presented and which SACU

Affiliated clubs approved them, the majority supporting them and the date at which

notification was given of any such amendments to the SACU Affiliated clubs.

Please see attached in email sent to Club Secretaires on 10 August 2021 proposal and minutes from

the EGM held in relation to this on 25th March 2017.

12. Additional question from Galloway MCC: The SACU provide affiliated members with copies

of the minute of the last AGM held.

Please see attached in email sent to Club Secretaires on 10 August 2021

We hope these answers meet with your approval and would invite clubs at this stage to retract

their vote of no confidence and avoid the extra workload associated with the EGM with an agreed

date for  AGM in February where there will be an opportunity to vote for key personnel.
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Question from the BOARD of DIRECTORS to IDMCC

The Board of Directors are concerned as it appears that the IDMCC team (and their offshoot club)

are working with other federations (and have been since at least 2020) to undermine the position

and standing of the SACU, and encouraging other clubs to do the same. We would ask those

concerned to look at their own actions and ask if they believe they are acting on behalf of their

members and in the  best interest of the sport?
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